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The Hon Jessica Shaw MLA
Economics and Industry Standing Committee
Legislative Assembly
Parliament House
4 Harvest Terrace
WEST PERTH WA 6005
Dear Jessica Shaw
REF:

REGULATION OF SHORT-STAY ACCOMMODATION IN WA – PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY

On 02 June 2016 a senior representative of Airbnb, Sam McDonagh, told The Australian newspaper that
we are “Airbnb’s most penetrated market in the world”. Since that date there has been an explosion of
homes lost to short-term holiday lettings (STHL).
It is with interest that one notes that the West Australian Government’s Inquiry into the regulation of
short-stay accommodation in WA falls under ‘Economics and Industry’, not ‘Planning and Housing’. This
matches the NSW Government’s handling of the commercial use of residential housing for STHL with,
ironically, the Minister for Planning and Housing responsible.
Our Community Group, Neighbours Not Strangers, represents in excess of 1,125 signatories, their family
members plus often their neighbours. Those in residential suburbs and strata/company title buildings
consider that we have ‘no voice’ – despite the fact that our homes and our residential communities are
being commercialised by the likes of Airbnb. And, in the opinion of many, the Accommodation Industry
is not adequately representing our Small Business Owners:
In a move that shocked and angered many, Tourism Accommodation Australia signed a ‘worlds
first’ agreement with Expedia/Stayz/HomeAway1 in the midst of the NSW Parliamentary review
process into STHLs.
Considering the size of the task at hand, the focus of our efforts must be on NSW. That said, we
communicate daily with our cohorts in other States of Australia – WA and Victoria mostly – as well as
North America and the United Kingdom/Europe. We also monitor the work being done by the University
of Tasmania together with Inside Airbnb2. Tasmania’s housing situation has reached a critical tipping
point due in large part to Airbnb’s appropriation of homes.
At the request of the NSW Premier, the Hon Gladys Berejiklian MP, the State Member for Oatley who
acted as the Chair on the NSW Parliamentary Inquiry into STHLs met with us two days ago. Mark Coure
MP volunteered that he would write to Airbnb and ask that they remind landlords to check batteries in
smoke alarms (if fitted). This supposedly will suffice as ‘meeting all Building Codes of Australia (BCA)
criteria’ and other areas of Federal, State and Local Government legislation.
We have presented our (attached) ‘Update Report – January 2019’ to the NSW Premier.
Inside Airbnb provided the Airbnb statistics contained in our Report. Inside Airbnb is a project based in
New York City, run by data analyst Murray Cox. “Inside Airbnb is an independent, non-commercial,
open source data tool.”
Media headlines and articles on Airbnb’s devastating impact on housing supplies, as set out in similar
recent reports to ours, see country-wide reporting; usually their situations pale into insignificance in
terms of the vast number of homes lost here. The Media here does not pick up on our reports.
It is with absolute conviction that one writes: NSW must be ‘world leaders’ in terms of legislation
covering the use of residential housing and ways in which to deal with its “Illegal (commercial) Use”.
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https://nsw.tourismaccommodation.com.au/files/2015/03/TAA-Stayz-statement-on-short-term-regulation-April-17.pdf
http://insideairbnb.com
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NSW Land and Environment Court case law clearly states that (BCA) Class 1(a) and Class 2 residential
dwellings must not be used for commercial holiday letting purposes. Yet here in NSW, none of our
legislation is being enforced.
The NSW Ministers for Housing and Planning plus Innovation and Better Regulation have consistently
called for residential zoning to be set aside and STHLs deemed ‘complying development’, with the
intention that all homes may be accessed by the NSW Government’s Destination NSW plus Online
Travel Agencies for “tourist and event promotions, growth in key visitor markets and maximising the
economic impact of visitors”.
NSW Local Council representatives, under oath, advised Parliamentarians3 that they had adopted a
voluntary moratorium on enforcing residential zoning. Destination NSW, Airbnb and Expedia have
subsequently “penetrated” further into our homes and residential communities. The impacts are severe.
A so-called NSW Parliamentary ‘Options Paper’4 writes that in 2014 an estimated 216,000 residential
dwellings across NSW/ACT had been lost. Included in that number were 29,657 Airbnb listings. In the
two years since the Parliamentary Inquiry, Airbnb alone has increased its take up of dwellings by 119%,
bringing its stock in NSW to 64,856 homes. Airbnb will most probably dispute these figures, claiming
‘fake data’. The only statistics acceptable to Airbnb are those that it has commissioned and volunteered
without peer review scrutiny to the Media and the NSW Parliament.
Critically, for owners of NSW residential flat dwellings and free-standing, single family dwellings
zoned residential, who acquired their properties fully aware of the development consent
conditions intended to prohibit short-term letting, it must be borne in mind that a development
consent may be regarded as a right or privilege acquired under a statute or statutory rule that
would be preserved under s 30(1)(c) of the Interpretation Act 1987 (NSW) even if the Act under
which the right was accrued is amended5.
The NSW Government shows no signs of respecting the proprietary rights of Owners of existing
residential dwellings where STHLs and other commercial activities are a prohibited use. Nor can
we see our Small Business Commissioner coming to the aid of registered accommodation
providers; our NSW Deputy Premier and Minister for Small Business John Barilaro has one of his
properties – the $5 million Dungowan Estate6 – short-term let at $2,832.10/night
We have repeated our request to NSW Premier Gladys Berejiklian to join us in seeking joint
voluntary Orders from the NSW Land and Environment Court - as per NSW LEC case number
14/40923 - against Destination NSW for its promotion and facilitation of the “Illegal Use” of Class
1(a) and Class 2 (BCA) Residential dwellings for short-term holiday lettings; the NSW
Government to agree to pay all Legal Costs in connection with obtaining these Orders.
We were denied permission to address the NSW Parliamentary Inquiry into short-term holiday rentals.
Our Submissions to the NSW Parliament were marked “confidential”. All requests for meetings with the
NSW Ministers responsible for this area of legislation have been denied.
The proliferation of illegal Short-Term Holiday Lettings is a huge problem for neighbouring residents and
legitimate tourism accommodation providers and there remains insufficient scrutiny of this damaging
practice.
We cannot but urge the State Government of Western Australia to ensure that Local Government
Authorities are mandated to enforce residential planning, zoning or approval to prevent the illegal shortterm holiday letting of our homes.
Kind regards
Trish Burt
Convener
Neighbours Not Strangers
Email:
Mobile:
23 January 2019
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https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/committees/inquiries/Pages/inquiry-details.aspx?pk=1956#tab-hearingsandtranscripts
https://www.planning.nsw.gov.au/~/media/Files/DPE/Other/short-term-holiday-letting-options-paper-20-July-2017.ashx
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Harris v Hawkesbury City Council (1989) 68 LGRA 183 and Lederer v South Sydney City Council (2001) 119 LGERA 350 at 373
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https://www.homeaway.com.au/holiday-rental/p9153347
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11 - Neighbours Not Strangers
Inherent within the term "domicile" is, as a long line of authority in this jurisdiction has established, the
notion of a permanent home or, at the very least, a significant degree of permanence of habitation or
occupancy. NSW case law examples supporting this position include but are not limited to:
(Potter v Minahan [1908] HCA 63; (1908) 7 CLR 277 at 288; North Sydney Municipal Council v Sydney Serviced
Apartments Pty Ltd (1990) 21 NSWLR 532 at 538A-B; [1992] North Sydney Council v Sydney Serviced Apartments Pty
Ltd; [2001] Foster v Sutherland Shire Council; KJD York Management Services Pty Ltd v City of Sydney Council [2006]
NSWLEC 218; (2006) 148 LGERA 117 at [8]-[18]; City of Sydney Council v Waldorf Apartments Hotel Sydney Pty Ltd;
[2007] 187 Kent street v Council of the City of Sydney; [2007] 187 Kent street v Council of the City of Sydney Appeal;
[2008] NSWLEC 97; (2008) 158 LGERA 67 at [38]; Warlam Pty Ltd v Marrickville Council [2009] NSWLEC 23; (2009)
165 LGERA 184 at [35]-[36]; Najask Pty Ltd v Palerang Council [2009] NSWLEC 39; (2009) 165 LGERA 171 at [15]; Vic
Vellar at [32]; Dooralong Residents Action Group Pty Limited v Wyong Shire Council [2011] NSWLEC 251; (2011) 186
LGERA 274 at [110]; 820 Cawdor Road at [24]; [2011] Council of the City of Sydney v Oaks Harmony; [2011] Council of
the City of Sydney v Oaks Hotels and Resorts (re Maestri) 234; [2011] Council of the City of Sydney v Oaks Hotels and
Resorts (re Maestri) 235; GrainCorp Operations Limited v Liverpool Plains Shire Council [2012] NSWLEC 143 at [20][27] and Haddad at [47]); [2013] Dobrohotoff v Bennic; [2014] Council of the City of Sydney v Con Kotis/Australian
Executive Apartments at [14/4923].

In terms of illegal STHLs, Local Government representatives admitted to the NSW Parliamentary Inquiry
that they have imposed voluntary moratoriums on taking action against breaches of Planning legislation.
The LEC judges this an “abrogation by council of its fundamental duties and responsibilities” and a
“failure to fulfil (a Council’s) core functions and to have failed its constituents.”
As previously mentioned, a request from the NSW Department of Fair Trading for “details of collusion
between Agents and Short-Term Rental Platforms” sees Destination NSW, in partnership with
Expedia/HomeAway and other OTAs, apparently the largest facilitator of unlawful STHLs in NSW.
Critically, for owners of Residential apartments and dwellings in residential zones who acquired their
properties fully aware of the development consent conditions intended to prevent short-term letting, it
must be borne in mind that a development consent may be regarded as a right or privilege
acquired under a statute or statutory rule that would be preserved under s 30(1)(c) of the
Interpretation Act 1987 (NSW) even if the Act under which the right was accrued is amended39.
The NSW Government must respect the proprietary rights of owners of existing residential
dwellings where short-term tourist/visitor and other commercial activities are a prohibited use.

CONCLUSION
The NSW Parliament intends to endorse an unlimited number of STHL premises, resulting in an ever
growing number of homes lost to tourism, occupied by transient visitors or sitting empty. This too is
fundamentally incompatible with the primary purpose of Planning Controls and the mandatory need to
provide housing. Parliament’s proposal will, and in many instances already does, render residential
buildings and areas unliveable. Studies by NSW academics have shown that such conditions impact
heavily in key locations, resulting in a marked deterioration of housing supply, affordability and liveability.
The proposed 180-night ‘cap’ on properties within the Sydney Metropolitan Area and unlimited STHLs
across the rest of NSW would be unworkable for LGAs, even in the event that an effective registration
system were to be implemented. It would seem that no consideration has been given to how any such
proposal could assure that STHL clients are accommodated under existing, legislated safety standards.
The 2016 Parliamentary Inquiry’s first task was to undertake a comparison of our situation compared to
that of other jurisdictions. The Committee failed to investigate and report, plus its proposal of ‘exempt
development’ is still being promoted, with those opposed to such a move effectively silenced. This is
completely at odds with the efforts and actions of legislators in other similar jurisdictions.
To classify STHLs as ‘exempt development’ leaves no NSW residential building or zone set aside for
residential occupants; it is unreasonable to allow an unlimited number of STHLs into any residential
building or suburb.
STHLs contravene all appropriate planning controls and retrospectively render void the Title Deeds of
residential property owners.
39

Harris v Hawkesbury City Council (1989) 68 LGRA 183 and Lederer v South Sydney City Council (2001) 119 LGERA 350 at 373
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12 - Neighbours Not Strangers
It is considered that there is an extremely low level of public awareness, even amongst MPs and Public
Servants, of the extreme impacts the proposed changes to NSW Planning Instruments will provoke.
An enforced system of registration and regulation would protect housing availability and allow those
wishing to use their primary residence - single-family, freestanding dwelling - to ‘share’ their home under
certified commercial conditions. This is what the ‘home sharing movement’ claims it desires.
All STHLs must be listed on a Register. A limit of one property per person must apply. Registration
numbers must be visible anywhere said property is advertised, allowing open access to the true
identification and location of the property, as is the case with accredited accommodation providers.
Every strata scheme/multi-resident dwelling that has an existing development condition (however
expressed) that deems STHLs a ‘prohibited use’ must continue with said condition in force indefinitely.
An amendment to the Fair Trading Act and a Strata by-law must not retrospectively alter the residential
status of a dwelling.
There should be no changes to the NSW Residential Tenancies Act that would reduce the rights of
owners to prohibit STHL activity taking place in their property.
A ‘Code of Conduct’ does not substitute for a lifting of restrictions on STHLs in residential dwellings and
zones.

VOLUNTARY ORDERS SOUGHT
We repeat our request to NSW Premier Gladys Berejiklian to join us in seeking joint voluntary
Orders from the NSW Land and Environment Court (as per LEC case number 14/40923) against
Destination NSW for its promotion and facilitation – and the “Illegal Use” - of Class 1(a) and
Class 2 Residential dwellings for the purposes of short-term tourist/visitor rentals; the NSW
Government to agree to pay all Legal Costs in connection with obtaining these Orders.
The proliferation of illegal STHLs is a huge problem for neighbouring residents, legitimate
tourism accommodation providers and legislators, and after many years of consideration by
Members of the NSW Parliament there remains insufficient scrutiny of this damaging practice.
The State Government must ensure that Local Government Authorities are mandated to enforce
residential planning, zoning or approval to prevent the illegal short-term holiday letting of
residential dwellings.

Trish Burt
Convener
Neighbours Not Strangers
21 January 2019

